This paper presents numerical simulation results of the primary atomization of a turbulent liquid jet injected into a gaseous crossflow. Simulations are performed using the balanced force Refined Level Set Grid method. The phase interface during the initial breakup phase is tracked by a level set method on a separate refined grid. A balanced force finite volume algorithm together with an interface projected curvature evaluation is used to ensure the stable and accurate treatment of surface tension forces even on small scales. Broken off, small scale nearly spherical drops are transferred into a Lagrangian point particle description allowing for full two-way coupling and continued secondary atomization. The numerical method is applied to the simulation of the primary atomization region of a turbulent liquid jet (q=6.6, We=330, Re=14,000) injected into a gaseous crossflow (Re=570,000), analyzed experimentally by Brown and McDonell (2006) . The simulations take the actual geometry of the injector into account. Grid converged simulation results of the jet penetration agree well with experimentally obtained correlations. Both column/bag breakup and shear/ligament breakup modes can be observed on the liquid jet. A grid refinement study shows that on the finest employed grids (flow solver 64 points per injector diameter, level set solver 128 points per injector diameter), grid converged drop sizes are achieved for drops as small as one-hundredth the size of the injector diameter.
INTRODUCTION
The atomization of turbulent liquid jets injected into fast moving, subsonic gaseous crossflows is an important application for example in gas turbines, ramjets, and augmentors. It is a highly complex process, that has been extensively studied experimentally over the past decades. Early studies of the atomization of non-turbulent liquid jets in crossflows have recently been reviewed in [1] , whereas newer studies of this case include the work reported in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Most experimental work has focused on jet penetration, including both the column trajectory and the resulting spray penetration. Some recent jet penetration correlations can be found in [4, 8] . Unlike turbulent liquid jets atomized either by injection into still air or by a co-flowing fast moving gas stream, experimental access to the primary atomization region of liquid jets injected into crossflows is relatively straightforward. This is due to the fact that at least the windward side of the liquid jet is typically not surrounded by many drops that could otherwise conceal the jet phase interface geometry. This is not, however, typically the case for the leeward side. Still, experimental studies of non-turbulent liquid jets injected into subsonic crossflows have concluded, that depending on the momentum flux ratio and crossflow Weber number, essentially two different breakup modes can be observed [8] . For low momentum flux ratios and crossflow Weber numbers, the liquid jet breaks up as a whole some distance downstream of the injector. For high momentum flux ratios and crossflow Weber numbers, on the other hand, surface breakup or stripping at the sides of the liquid jets is observed prior to column breakup [8] . Unlike nonturbulent jets, turbulent liquid jets do not exhibit this clear separation of breakup modes [9] . Stripping at the sides of the liquid column occurs even at low Weber numbers, where non-turbulent jets exhibit only the column breakup mode. Turbulence initiates the generation of ligaments that then break up due to the Raleigh mechanism [9] . Even though at least some level of consensus exists concerning the dominant breakup modes, modeling attempts of the atomization process have had mixed results. While correlations for jet penetration derived from experimental data give good agreement for parameter ranges and configurations for which they were developed, numerical simulations predicting the jet penetration, drop sizes and liquid volume fluxes have had mixed success [1, 10, 11] . This is in part due to the fact that under most operating conditions, turbulence interaction is strong and several different atomization mechanisms occur on the jet's surface at the same time. Detailed numerical simulations can help study these simultaneously occurring mechanisms, even in regions of the liquid jet, where traditional experimental methods cannot observe the phase interface dynamics.
Although detailed simulations solve the Navier-Stokes equations directly, it is incumbent on any numerical simulation to demonstrate that spatial and temporal discretization errors are not unduly impacting the obtained results. It is this required grid independence of the numerical results that has yet to be demonstrated in numerical simulations of the primary atomization of high speed liquid jets [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Besides the enormous resolution requirement, detailed numerical simulations are challenging because one not only has to track the position of the liquid/gas interface and handle a large number of topology changes, but one also has to account for the fact that the phase interface is a discontinuity and the surface tension force represents a singular force [17] . Treating the surface tension force numerically in a stable and accurate manner is of crucial importance, since breakup by definition involves small scales where capillary forces are dominant.
The outline of this paper is the following: after summarizing the governing equations, the numerical methods employed to solve them are briefly outlined. Finally detailed simulation results of the primary atomization of a turbulent liquid jet (q=6.6, We=330, Re=14,000) injected into a gaseous crossflow (Re=570,000) analyzed experimentally in [2] will be presented and discussed.
Governing equations
The equations governing the motion of an unsteady, incompressible, immiscible, two-fluid system are the Navier-Stokes equations,
where u is the velocity, ρ the density, p the pressure, µ the dynamic viscosity, and T σ the surface tension force which is non-zero only at the location of the phase interface x f . Furthermore, the continuity equation results in a divergence-free constraint on the velocity field, ∇ · u = 0. The phase interface location x f between the two fluids is described by a level set scalar G, with
at the interface, G(x,t) > 0 in fluid 1, and G(x,t) < 0 in fluid 2. Differentiating Eq. (2) with respect to time yields,
Assuming ρ and µ are constant within each fluid, density and viscosity at any point x can be calculated from where indices 1 and 2 denote values in fluid 1, respectively 2, and H is the Heaviside function. From Eq. (2) it follows that
with δ the Dirac delta function. Furthermore, the interface normal vector n and the interface curvature κ can be expressed in terms of the level set scalar as
Using Eqs. (6) and (7), the surface tension force T σ can thus be expressed as
with σ the surface tension coefficient.
Numerical methods
In this section, we first briefly summarize the Refined Level Set Grid (RLSG) method used to track the phase interface during primary atomization. Then, the level set-based balanced force algorithm is reviewed that allows for the accurate and stable treatment of surface tension forces. Finally the coupling procedure of the RLSG tracked phase interface to the Lagrangian point particle method is described.
Refined Level Set Grid method
In the RLSG method, all level set-related equations are evaluated on a separate, equidistant Cartesian grid using a dualnarrow band methodology for efficiency. This so-called G-grid is overlaid onto the flow solver grid on which the NavierStokes equations are solved and can be independently refined, providing high resolution of the tracked phase interface geometry, see Fig. 1 . Details of the method, i.e. narrow band generation, level set transport, re-initialization, curvature evaluation, as well as its performance compared to other interface tracking methods in generic advection test cases can be found in [18] .
In the current simulations, refinement of the G-grid is limited to a factor two in each spatial direction as compared to the flow solver grid. While higher refinements are feasible from an efficiency standpoint, they would require the use of a subflow solver-grid model to correctly capture the otherwise non-resolved phase interface dynamics on the G-grid scale [19] .
Instead, here, the refined G-grid simply serves to increase the accuracy of the level set based phase interface tracking scheme.
Balanced Force Algorithm
In the Navier-Stokes equations, the position of the phase interface influences two different terms. The first term is due to Eqs. (4) and (5), since H(G) is a function of the position of the phase interface. For finite volume formulations, the volume fraction ψ cv of a control volume is defined as
with V cv the volume of the control volume cv. In the RLSG method, the above integral is evaluated using the high-resolution G-grid, see [18, 20] for a detailed description. Then both control volume density and viscosity are simply
The second term that is a function of the interface position is the surface tension force term, Eq. (8). Here it is critical for stability and accuracy, that the surface tension force can be balanced by the pressure gradient (jump) across the phase interface exactly on the discrete level. This is ensured by the balanced force approach [18, 21] based on the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) model [22] . Then the surface tension force at the control volume face f is,
with the phase interface curvature at the control volume face
where nbr is the control volume sharing the face with cv, and
The control volume curvature κ cv is calculated from the phase interface geometry on the high-resolution G-grid, using a second order accurate interface projected curvature calculation method [18] . A detailed description of the balanced force algorithm for the RLSG level set method and its performance compared to alternative numerical methods in a range of test-cases involving capillary forces can be found in [18] .
Coupling to Lagrangian spray model
Atomization typically produces a vast number of both large and small scale drops. Resolving the geometry by tracking the phase interface associated with each of the resulting drops quickly becomes prohibitively expensive, such that a different numerical description has to be employed. An alternative approach is to introduce simplifying assumptions concerning the drop shape and treat all drops smaller than a cut-off length scale in a point particle, Lagrangian frame. One of the typical prerequisite of such standard spray models is that the drop size be smaller that the flow solver grid size. Note that the RLSG approach can resolve and track sub-flow solver sized liquid structures. Drop transfer is initiated if a separated liquid structure has a liquid volume
and its shape is nearly spherical,
with typically α = 2 and r max the maximum distance of the liquid structure's surface to it's center of mass. This second criterium ensures that small scale detached ligament structures that would fulfill the first criterium are not transfered and replaced by spherical drops, since these ligaments often continue to break up by capillary instabilities producing a range of small scale drops. Not prematurely transferring stretched out structures thus allows this breakup process to be simulated directly instead of relying on secondary atomization models for the Lagrangian description. Further details concerning the application of the Lagrangian spray model coupling procedure can be found in [23, 24] .
In the Lagrangian description, full two-way momentum coupling between the drop and continuous phase is used, including a stochastic secondary atomization model [25] . However, the cell volume occupied by the Lagrangian drops is not explicitly taken into account and neither drop/drop nor drop/tracked phase interface collisions are modeled. But, as long as liquid structures have not been transferred into the Lagrangian description, i.e. they are still tracked by the level set scalar, secondary breakup, cell volume effects, and all collisions are fully captured.
Employed solvers
In this work we use the flow solver CDP/CHARLES that solves the incompressible two-phase Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured grids using the finite volume balanced force algorithm [18] . In the single phase regions, the employed scheme conserves the kinetic energy discretely. Turbulence in the single phase regions of the flow is modeled using a dynamic Smagorinsky LES model, however, none of the terms arising from filtering the phase interface are modeled. The approach instead relies on resolving all relevant scales at the phase interface, thus ideally reverting to a DNS at the phase interface. As such, the current simulation approach is a combination of LES in the single phase regions and ideally DNS at the phase interface. A Lagrangian particle/parcel technique is employed to model the small scale liquid drops of the atomizing liquid spray [26] .
The liquid/gas phase interface during primary atomizaton is tracked by the interface tracking software LIT, using the RLSG method [18] . The solver uses a fifth-order WENO scheme [27] in conjunction with a third order TVD Runge-Kutta time discretization [28] . The phase interface's curvature on the level set grid is evaluated using a second order accurate interface projection method [18] .
The flow solver CDP/CHARLES and the interface tracking software LIT are coupled using the parallel multi-code coupling library CHIMPS [18, 29] . In order to couple the level set equation to the Navier-Stokes equation, u in Eq. (3) is calculated from the flow solver velocity by tri-linear interpolation. To achieve overall second-order accuracy in time, the level set equation is solved staggered in time with respect to the Navier-Stokes equations.
Computational Domain and Operating Conditions
The case analyzed in this paper is one studied experimentally by Brown & McDonell [2] . Table 1 the experimental values, all relevant characteristic numbers, i.e., momentum flux ratio q, crossflow Weber number We c , jet
Weber number We j , crossflow Reynolds number Re c , and jet Reynolds number Re j , are the same as in the experiment. The two-phase atomization simulations were performed using three different grids of increasing resolution in order to address the important question of how much the employed grid resolution impacts the atomization results. Table 2 Fig . 3 . Zoom of the instantaneous axial velocity distribution in the injector mid-plane. summarizes the meshes employed in the three cases c01, c12, and c23. The flow solver grid consists of hexahedra of edge length D/4, which are isotropically refined in layers near the injector and lower channel walls, such that the spatial region where the phase interface is tracked is completely filled with equidistant grid cells of the minimum cell size ∆x reported in Tab. 2, see also Fig. 2 . Note that in each case, the G-grid is a factor 2 finer than the flow solver grid in order to enhance numerical accuracy of the interface tracking scheme. Separate simulations were conducted to ensure that this does not negatively impact the resulting drop size distributions, i.e., using a flow solver minimum grid size equal to the respective G-grid size yielded virtually identical drop size distributions.
At t = 0, the liquid jet is initialized in the computational domain by a small cylindrical section of length D capped by a half-sphere, protruding into the crossflow channel. Table 2 . Grid resolution and mesh sizes.
Results and Discussion Figure 5 shows the temporal evolution of the level set tracked liquid mass for the three different grid resolutions. All cases show an initial linear increase. This is due to the fact that at this early stage, almost no small scale drops are generated that would be transferred out of the tracked and into the Lagrangian representation. Then at around t = 5, significant numbers of small scale drops that fulfill the transfer criterium start to be generated resulting in a slower increase in the tracked mass until at around t = 20 a statistically steady state is reached. From this point on, a balance exists between the injected liquid mass and the atomized liquid mass that is transferred into the Lagrangian description. It is interesting to note that the coarse grid simulation c01 tends to a larger value of the tracked liquid mass, whereas the two higher resolution cases result in slightly smaller, but similar values. This appears to be due to the fact that for the coarse grid simulations, small scale unresolved turbulent eddies cannot initiate atomization, thus resulting in a smaller transfer rate per phase interface area. The higher resolution cases, on the other hand do resolve significantly more small scale turbulent eddies that can corrugate the interface (18) due to Stenzler et al. [4] (shown in green). Recent experimental observations reported in [2] show better agreement with the latter correlation even in the near injector region. This is the case in the simulation results as well. Figure 6 shows better agreement with the correlation by Stenzler et al. [4] and thus also to the experimental results [2] . Note that there is virtually no difference between the three different resolution cases, indicating that even for coarse grids, good jet penetration results can be obtained. Figures 7 -9 show snapshots of the atomizing liquid jets at different times and different grid resolutions viewed from the side, the front, and the top. Two main simultaneous atomization mechanisms can be observed. All cases show instability waves being generated, predominantly visible on the windward side. These instabilities generate role-ups and continue to grow along the jet axis until they form bag like structures that rupture resulting in a broad range of drop sizes, not unlike the column-breakup mode. It is speculated that this instability mode is due to a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, however, this conjecture is still to be verified using the generated simulation data. The larger scale instability mode is most clearly visible in the lowest resolution case c01. It is equally present in the higher resolution cases, but there it is overlaid by significant turbulence induced surface corrugations and thus not as visibly pronounced.
In addition to the conjectured column breakup mode, ligaments are formed at the sides of the liquid jets near the injector exit that stretch out and then break up forming a range of drop sizes. At the current stage, the above description of the breakup mechanism is speculative and still requires a detailed, yet to be performed, quantitative study of the generated time dependent simulation data.
Note that due to the turbulent (chaotic) nature of the flow, it cannot be expected that the instantaneous phase interface geometry shown in Figs. 7 -9 converges under grid refinement. Only statistical quantities like the mean jet penetration or the drop size distribution should converge. However, it can be seen, that many of the larger scale structures on the liquid jet appear to be similar for all three grid resolutions, indicating that the large scale instability mode generated on the upstream pointing side of the liquid jet might be deterministic and sufficiently resolved even on the coarser grids. However, the higher resolution cases show significantly more fine scale structure on the liquid jet and maintain the thin liquid sheets associated with the bag breakup mode in the upper half of the jet slightly longer. This is due to the fact that unlike on the coarse grid, the artificial grid induced topology change event is slightly delayed because the level set inherent breakup length scale (being equal to the grid size) is reduced. Moreover, the higher resolution cases generate significantly more small scale drops.
Besides mean jet penetration and observed breakup modes, the key quantity to ascertain the quality of a numerical simulation is the grid dependency/independency of the resulting atomized drop size distribution. Figure 10 depicts the calculated drop size distributions obtained from primary atomization at t > 20 for the three different grid resolutions analyzed in this study. Shown are only those drops that are generated directly from the liquid jet, i.e., drops that are transferred from the level set tracked phase interface representation to the Lagrangian point particle description. Note that these drops can continue to atomize via secondary atomization mechanisms further downstream, however, within the computational domain, only a limited number of these secondary atomization events occur.
The drop size distributions in Fig. 10 were generated by binning the data into 20 bins of equal size in terms of log(D).
The approximate total number of drops used to calculate each distribution was 40,000 (c01), 176,000 (c12), and 193,000 (c23). To be able to compare the three pdfs, the coarser grid pdfs were normalized using a single bin of the finest grid pdf.
Also shown in Fig. 10 is a log-normal fit to the larger drop sizes of the finest grid results. All three cases show a similar behavior. Larger drop sizes collapse well to the log-normal fit, however, for each grid, there is a distinct departure point from the fit, from which point on, smaller drop sizes do not collapse and fail to match the log-normal fit. This departure point d p is decreasing in value proportional to the employed grid size, with d p = 1.6∆x G for the coarse and medium grid and d p = 1.3∆x G for the fine grid. The key result of Fig. 10 is the fact that larger drops, i.e., those resolved by at least 1.6 G-grid cells, collapse to a single pdf, in this case a log-normal distribution, independent of the employed grid resolution.
These drop sizes can thus be considered grid-independent. Drops smaller than about d = 1.6∆x G , however, show a strong grid dependency. The reason for this behavior is the following: fixed grid methods used to track interfaces, like the level set method used here, have an inherent topology change length scale that is proportional to the local grid size. As soon as two front segments enter the same grid cell, a topology change event is automatically triggered. The exact moment of breakup is thus always a function of the employed grid size. However, for larger drops, the error introduced by missing the exact moment of breakup due to the inherent grid size dependency is small compared to the generated drop size. Thus larger drop sizes are grid independent as demonstrated in Fig. 10 . For smaller drops, the exact moment of breakup is however the dominant source of error, thus smaller drops are dominated by the employed grid resolution. The cut-off appears to occur at drops resolved by about 1.6 G-grid cells. This number is surprisingly low and appears to decrease with increasing grid resolution. This seems to indicate that the numerically induced topology change starts to mimic the physical breakup mechanism on small scales.
Conclusion
Detailed simulation results of the primary atomization of a turbulent liquid jet injected into a subsonic gaseous crossflow previously analyzed experimentally by [2] have been presented. The simulations match all key non-dimensional numbers, except for the density ratio which is artificially reduced to study its impact on jet penetration and atomization.
A preliminary qualitative analysis of the simulation results indicates that breakup of the liquid jet occurs via two main, simultaneous atomization mechanisms. In the first, instability waves on the liquid column, predominantly visible on the windward side, generate role-ups and continue to grow along the jet axis until they form bag like structures that rupture resulting in a broad range of drop sizes, not unlike the column-breakup mode. It is speculated that this instability mode is due to a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. In the second mode, corrugations on the liquid jet surface are stretched out into ligaments at the sides of the liquid jet near the injector exit. The stretched out ligaments then break up and form a range of drop sizes. At the current stage, the above description of the breakup mechanisms is speculative and still requires a detailed, yet to be performed, quantitative study of the generated time dependent simulation data.
Grid independent predictions of the jet penetration in agreement with experimental observations can be achieved on relatively coarse grids (D/∆x = 16). Moreover, the large scale instability mode conjectured to be responsible for the first atomization mechanism is sufficiently resolved even on these coarse grids. Analysis of the temporal evolution of the preatomization tracked mass indicates that it is important to resolve turbulent eddies at least up to the maximum flow solver resolution considered (D/∆x = 64), since these turbulent eddies can generate significant surface corrugations initiating the second atomization mechanism. The grid independent prediction of atomized drop sizes requires significant computational resources. Grid independent drop sizes on the finest grids have been achieved for drops as small as 13µm, or one-hundredth of the injector exit diameter.
While the reduced density ratio analyzed in this paper appears to have no significant impact on the jet penetration determined from averaged side views of the jet geometry, it is conceivable that the atomization mechanism and resulting drop sizes are a function of the chosen density ratio. Currently ongoing simulations employing higher density ratios will focus on this question. 
